  

  

Return Procedure:
  
Please put any material needing to be returned to your child’s teacher in this 7”x10”envelope and place it
in a drop box at Clearfield Elementary, Clearfield Junior/Senior High School or at any one of the following
meal distribution sites:
Lawrence Park Village
Edgewood Apartments
Bible Tabernacle (Woodland)
Goshen Township Building
Joseph & Elizabeth Shaw Public Library
Glen Richey Fire Hall
Hyde Fire Hall
Bigler YMCA
St. Mary’s Catholic Church (Frenchville)
Behind the Grandstand at the Clearfield Driving Park

11:00-11:30 AM
11:00-11:30 AM
11:00-11:30 AM
11:00-11:30 AM
11:00-11:30 AM
12:00-12:30 PM
12:00-12:30 PM
12:00-12:30 PM
12:00-12:30 PM
12:00-12:30 PM

**Optional educational material for Itinerants/Specials is available on our individual Teacher Pages
accessible on-line at: www.clearfield.org / Clearfield Area School District / Sites / Clearfield Area
Elementary / Menu / Teacher Pages / Select Specific Teacher
Reminder: In order to make it more convenient for you, you may also send a picture of completed work
to your child’s teacher via email, Class Dojo, or Remind.
  
  
  

This is a visual to help you with the reading of Seed to Plant:
  
  
  
  
  

Fraction and Money Choice Board
Naming Parts

Equal Parts

Fractions Bonus

Money Word Problems

Counting Money

Use a straightedge to
divide this square into
4 equal parts.

Get 4 crackers. Share
two-fourths of the
crackers with someone
at home.
How many crackers did
you share? _____

Mr. Veidheffer has $1 in
his wallet. He also has 4
quarters, 2 nickels, and
3 dimes in his pocket.
How much money does
he have in all?

Have someone at home
give you a handful of
coins. Sort the coins and
then find the total.
Bonus: Ask for more coins
as you get better at
counting them!

Which of these circles
is correctly divided into
3 equal parts? Talk with
someone about how
you know?

Mrs. Gaston buys a
banana for $0.65 and
pays with a $1 bill. How
much change will she
get back?

If you have 2 dimes, 1
quarter, 3 pennies, and 5
nickels, how much money
do you have? _______
Tip: Draw the coins on a
separate sheet of paper to
help you.

Get a sheet of paper
and fold it into 4 equal
parts. Now draw a
picture of something
you are thankful for in
each one-fourth
section.

Create a money word
problem on your own..
Solve it and explain how
your got your answer
to someone at home.

Draw the fewest possible
coins that you would need
to pay for a toy that
costs $0.89.

Name one part of the
shape:___________
Name all parts of the
shape: ____________
Make a sandwich with
Divide this shape into two
someone at home. Cut the equal parts.
sandwich into 4 equal
parts. What could you call
1 part, 2 parts, 3 parts, or
4 parts of the sandwich?

What are 2 different
names for all of the parts
of this shape?
______________  
______________

Divide this circle into
fourths (4 equal parts).
Color each part a
different color.

  

CHECK THIS OUT

HOW YOU CAN WORK ON YOUR FLUENCY:

1.   Read a given passage.
2.   Have your child read the passage aloud for exactly one minute.
3.   Count the total number of words that your child read.
4.   Count the number of errors that your child made.
5.   Subtract the number of errors read per minute from the total number of words read per minute. The result is the number of
words correct per minute (WCPM).

*One-minute reading: Total words read (minus) errors made = words correct per minute (WCPM)
6.   Have your child read the same passage, repeatedly, to help increase their fluency. Each time have them record their new
number of words read correctly (WCPM).
7.   Any errors that your child made, please correct those errors and tell them the right word. This will increase their words
correct.
8.   Watch the magic happen and their fluency grow! J

          Keep  working  on  your  reading  and  math  choice  boards!  
  

Extra practice:
give your child a

handful of coins,

allow them to sort
the coins into piles
based on their
attributes.

NAME:

Teacher:

THIS PAGE NEEDS RETURNED OR ELECTRONICALLY SENT BACK TO YOUR TEACHER.

Please read each passage as many times as you need to answer the following questions. You may read it on your own, with someone, or have someone read to you. The number of words for
each line are included to help you get faster every time you read.

From Seed to Plant
A seed begins to grow when a grain of pollen from a flower is
14
moved to the stigma. This is called pollination. Wind, birds, bees and
26
other insects help pollinate. Once a plant is pollinated, the seed begins 38
to grow.
40
As the seeds grow larger, a fruit or pod forms around them. The 53
fruit or pod helps protect the seeds. When the fruit or pod is ripe, it 68
will break open. Now the seeds are ready to become plants.
79
Wind, water, and animals help scatter the seeds. Once a seed is 91
planted, it needs water to begin to grow. Rain will soak the seed. This 105
allows the seed coat to soften. As the sun warms the earth, the seed 119
coat will break open and the seed will begin to grow.
130
First, a root grows down into the earth. Then a shoot grows up out 144
of the ground. The shoot will sprout leaves and grow into a plant. One 158
the plant is fully grown, it will form flower buds. Soon, the process of a 173
seed becoming a plant will begin again!
183
From Seed to Plant
Jason: Did you know that a plant begins as a seed?
Max: Yes, and seeds come from plants.
Jason: That’s right. Seeds grow inside a pod or fruit. When the pod breaks
open the seeds scatter.
Max: Those seeds will become new plants.
Jason: Once a seed is planted in the ground, it needs water. The water will soak
the seed and soften its seed coat.
Max: The sun warms the seed, and the plant starts to grow. First, a root will grow
gown into the ground.
Jason: Then a shoot will grow up out of the ground. The shoot will grow into a
plant.
Max: And before long that plant will grow seeds. The process will start all over
again.

Comprehension Questions: Underline in the text where
you found your answer then write it on the line.
What are the 4 things that help pollinate a plant? __________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
What helps the seed coat soften? _______________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Writing: Use the order words (First, Second, Third, Next, Last) to write
the steps of how a plant starts to grow from a seed in the ground. (See
the last paragraph.)
You may use the following sentence starter to begin your answer. Feel
free to use another paper if needed, but remember to send it with this
page.
Once the seed in planted in the ground, there are many steps that take
place. _____________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

THIS PAGE NEEDS RETURNED OR
ELECTRONICALLY SENT BACK TO YOUR TEACHER.

NAME:

Teacher:

THIS PAGE NEEDS RETURNED OR ELECTRONICALLY SENT BACK TO YOUR TEACHER.

Please read each passage as many times as you need to answer the following questions. You may read it on your own, with someone, or have someone read to you. The number of words for
each line are included to help you get faster every time you read.

The Mysterious Tadpole
Louis’s uncle gave him a tadpole for a birthday gift. Louis named 12
the tadpole Alphonse. Louis did not look at Alphonse suspiciously. He 23
thought Alphonse was the perfect pet. But Alphonse was not an
34
ordinary tadpole. He ate cheeseburgers. He liked to play soccer.
44
One day, Louis’s mother said Alphonse was out of control. Louis 55
took Alphonse to obedience school for some training. He learned to be67
careful and to retrieve. Alphonse got bigger and bigger. Louis’s
77
parents said Alphonse was too big for their house and should live in a 91
zoo. Louis got upset. He didn’t want Alphonse to be in a cage. But 105
Louis did not have enough money to build Alphonse a swimming pool 117
to live in.
120
Louis called Mrs. Seevers for help. She was surprised when she
131
saw the huge creature. She called Louis’s uncle. They discovered that 142
Alphonse was the Loch Ness monster!
148
Louis and Ms. Seevers took Alphonse to a shipwreck. Alphonse 158
retrieved the treasure that was in the wreck. Louis used the treasure 170
to build a swimming pool for Alphonse.
177
The Perfect Pet

Liz: What is that strange creature in the cage? Is it a frog?
Ronnie: No, it is my new pet lizard. It was my birthday present.
Liz: A lizard is a sensible pet. It doesn’t make a mess.
Ronnie: It is not an ordinary lizard.
Liz: I am confused. What do you mean?
Ronnie: He can retrieve anything I tell him to get!
Liz: Perfect! Let’s give him some training to clean your room.
Ronnie: I am already doing that!

Comprehension Questions: Answer the following
questions and underline in the text where you found your
answer.
What is the main problem of the story? Circle your answer.

A.
B.
C.
D.

Alphonse eats cheeseburgers.
Alphonse is out of control.
Alphonse is too big to stay at Louis’s house.
Mrs. Seever discovers Alphonse is really the Loch Ness monster.

What is the solution to the problem you selected above?
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Writing: How is Alphonse different from a regular
tadpole? Use at least 3 reasons from the text to support
your answer. Feel free to use another sheet of paper, but be sure to
send it to your teacher with this paper. Remember your 3 details and a
concluding sentence.
Alphonse is different from real tadpoles for several reasons.________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

THIS PAGE NEEDS RETURNED OR ELECTRONICALLY
SENT BACK TO YOUR TEACHER.

